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Miniaturized Photoacoustic Trace Gas Sensing
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Johnstone, and Michael Lengden

Abstract— This paper presents the development of a Raman
fiber amplifier optical source with a maximum output power of
1.1 W centered around 1651 nm, and its application in
miniaturized 3D printed photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) trace
gas sensing of methane. The Raman amplifier has been
constructed using 4.5 km of dispersion shifted fiber, a 1651 nm
DFB seed laser and a commercial 4W EDFA pump. The
suppression of stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) using a high
frequency modulation of the seed laser is investigated for a range
of frequencies, leading to an increase in optical output power of
the amplifier and reduction of its noise content. The amplifier
output was used as the source for a miniature PAS sensor by
applying a second modulation to the seed laser at the resonant
frequency of 15.2 kHz of the miniature 3D printed gas cell. For
the targeted methane absorption line at 6057 cm-1 the sensor
system performance and influence of the SBS suppression is
characterized, leading to a detection limit (1σ) of 17 ppb methane
for a signal acquisition time of 130 s, with a normalized noise
equivalent absorption coefficient of 4.1·10-9 cm-1 W Hz-1/2 for the
system.
Index Terms—Miniaturized fiber optic sensor, 3D printed
photoacoustic trace gas sensor, Raman fiber amplifier system,
SBS suppression

I. INTRODUCTION

L

excited photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) has been
used as a tool for trace gas detection with high sensitivity
and gas species selectivity in a large number of application
fields ranging from medical diagnostics [1], industrial process
control [2] and gas leak detection [3] to environmental
ASER
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monitoring [4]. Based on Bell’s work in 1880 demonstrating
the generation of an acoustic response to modulated light
absorption in a medium [5], a multitude of systems have been
demonstrated since the availability of narrow linewidth lasers
as excitation sources, with record detection limits in the partsper-trillion range [6]. PAS provides a background free optical
spectroscopy system, with an inherent potential for
miniaturization due to acoustic resonance amplitudes
increasing for small scale devices. Miniaturized PAS systems
have been demonstrated by scaling conventional resonant gas
cell designs, employing wafer bonding [7], small scale
manufacturing [3] or 3D-printing [8]. A further approach is by
using resonant acoustic detectors in the form of cantilevers [9]
or quartz tuning forks [10]. The combination of resonant
detectors and an additional acoustic resonator can also be used
[11], with the two resonances needing to be matched. In order
to expand the detection limits with a single gas cell, two
general routes are possible: a commonly used move to midinfrared excitation, where a higher gas absorbance is present,
and/or power scaling of the source laser.
Power scaling of near-infrared laser diodes at
telecommunication wavelengths is well developed with fiber
based systems, notably using an erbium doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA) operating at 1.54 µm [12] and an ytterbium doped
fiber amplifier (YDFA) operating at 1.06 µm [13].
Amplification using an EDFA has been applied in PAS for
detection of gas species with finger print regions in the
amplifier wavelength band of 1530 nm to 1565 nm [14], [15].
However, fiber based amplifier systems outside this
wavelength range have, to the best of our knowledge, not been
demonstrated so far for trace gas sensing. To access
spectroscopic finger print regions of trace gases outside of
these wavelength bands further wavelength coverage of
optical fiber amplifiers is needed. One way to achieve this is
to utilize stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) inside silica
fibers, which have a Raman gain bandwidth of up to 40 THz
with a broad peak at a frequency shift of around 13 THz [16].
This can lead to a narrowband tunable amplified signal at a
targeted wavelength given the correct pump and seed laser
wavelength combination. Fiber based amplifiers utilizing SRS
were first shown in the late 1960s [17], with systems for
telecommunication applications only starting to appear in the
late 1990s. Current applications of SRS amplifier systems
include the use for laser guide stars in astronomy [18], and the
use in telecommunications systems [19]. In all cases, the
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required high pump and desired Raman output powers inside
the fiber lead to further unwanted nonlinear scattering effects
like stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS). This backwards
propagating acoustic phonon scattering effect has a bandwidth
of approximately 10-50 MHz with an associated frequency
shift equal to ~10 GHz [16]. This phenomena also limits the
achievable Raman amplified output power through the
introduction of a strong additional loss to both the pump and
Raman amplification. The suppression of SBS is therefore
necessary for high power systems to improve both the overall
Raman output power and to avoid optical noise generated in
sidebands of the Raman output. This suppression has been
investigated in the form of a variation of the fiber core size
[20], an arbitrary strain distribution over the fiber length [21]
or a modulation of the seed laser to broaden its linewidth [22].
In this paper, we present the novel application of a custom
Raman fiber amplifier as the source for a fiber coupled
miniaturized 3D printed PAS trace gas sensor. The Raman
fiber amplifier is tailored for signals at 1651 nm for the
interrogation of methane absorption lines and has an output
power above 1W and a frequency modulation scheme to
suppress SBS. This technique can be applied with a variety of
seed laser and pump combinations for detection of a vast
number of further trace gases (e.g. H2O2, CO, CO2, N2O). In
Section II the theoretical background for the design of the 3D
printed PAS sensor will be presented, followed by the details
of the gas cell design and fabrication of the 3D printed sensor
in Section III. Section IV will detail a theoretical optimization
of the Raman amplifier fiber length and the associated
simulation of the final system. Section V will then detail the
experimental characterization of the Raman amplifier system,
investigating the dependency of the output power on the SBS
suppression via high frequency modulation. Section VI will
conclude with the experimental characterization of the Raman
amplifier combined with the 3D printed sensor for methane
trace gas sensing in the parts-per-billion (ppb) range.
II. PHOTOACOUSTIC SPECTROSCOPY
A sensor signal is generated in PAS through the absorption of
light by a target gas species, in general by using a narrow
linewidth laser modulated at an acoustic frequency. The
associated periodic heating and cooling of the target gas leads
to the generation of an acoustic wave, which is sensed by a
microphone or equivalent pressure sensor. To increase the
strength of the acoustic wave, and thereby the sensitivity of
the sensor, acoustic resonators are in general employed. These
can be in the form of a gas cell with a resonant behavior, a
resonant sensor or a combination of both.
Modulated laser-gas interactions are typically achieved
through either the modulation of the laser drive current,
resulting in both wavelength and intensity modulation of the
laser output, or through the direct intensity modulation of the
laser output via an optical chopper or electo-optical modulator.
In this work we use the methods of conventional wavelength
modulation spectroscopy (WMS) [23]–[30] where modulation
is applied to the laser drive current and the first or second
harmonic of the modulation frequency is detected at the output
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by a lock-in amplifier and related to the gas parameters. The
same modulation technique has been widely applied in PAS
[31]–[34] with the advantage that the first harmonic signal
from the microphone has a zero or very low background level.
For detection of the first harmonic at the resonant frequency f0
of a resonant gas cell operating at a longitudinal resonance, the
acoustic pressure change p(ω0) can be approximated to [35],
[36]:
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where ω0 is the angular resonance frequency, α0 is the
absorption coefficient at the line centre of the gas sample, C is
the gas concentration, l is the resonator length, k is the specific
heat ratio of the gas, Q is the Q-factor of the resonator, V is the
volume of the resonator, PL is the laser power, ΔPL is the
intensity modulation, a0, a1, a2 are the Fourier coefficients of
the line-shape function and ψ is the phase lag of the
wavelength modulation. The significance of the various
components in equation (1) is discussed in detail in [29] for
conventional WMS and similar considerations apply to PAS.
Equation (1) indicates the direct proportionality of the
primary component of the sensor signal with the laser power
and therefore shows clearly the motivation behind using the
Raman amplifier system developed and applied in this work.
The miniaturization advantage of PAS gas sensors, targeted
through the miniaturized 3D printed format in this work, can
also be derived from (1) when the dimensional parameters
influencing the Q-factor and the cell resonance frequency are
included [36]. This leads to a pressure signal dependency of
[8]:
p 0  

1
l
r

(2)

where r is the radius of the resonator and l its length.
Equation (2) points to the ideal form of a long and thin
longitudinal resonator achieving the highest possible acoustic
pressure. A further dimensional constraint is imposed by the
dependency of the resonance frequency on l, with a longer
resonator length leading to lower resonance frequencies,
resulting in a higher noise background.
Note also that the Fourier coefficients in equation (1) are
dependent on the modulation index m, defined as [25], [26],
[29]:

  i
(3)
m

.

i 
where δν is the laser frequency modulation amplitude, γ is the
half-width half-maximum of the gas absorption line and δi is
the laser drive current modulation amplitude employed to
create the WM. The maximum output signal amplitudes are
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created for a modulation index m = 2.2 for second harmonic
demodulation and for m = 2 for first harmonic demodulation
for a Lorentzian line shape of the gas absorption line [25],
[37]. In our previous work [8], we have shown that a first
harmonic demodulation will result in higher sensor
sensitivities for the 3D printed miniaturized gas sensor system.
For the work discussed in this paper we will apply a dual
modulation scheme to the laser drive current to create the WM
associated with the acoustic resonance as well as a modulation
to suppress SBS in the Raman amplifier.
III. 3D PRINTED GAS CELL DESIGN AND FABRICATION
The miniature 3D printed gas cell is similar to the one
described in our previous work [8] and is constructed from a
photopolymerized acrylic resin (R11 from EnvisonTec). The
longitudinal resonance of a cylindrical resonator with 10mm
length and 1.8mm diameter (see Fig. 1) is used to amplify the
generated PA signal, which is detected by a miniature
microelectromechanical systems microphone (Wolfson
Microelectronics WM7133). A more detailed description of
the fabrication of the 25x24x15 mm3 cell with total internal
volume of 350 mm3 can be found in [8].
An acoustic finite element model was built in COMSOL
Multiphysics to simulate and confirm the operation frequency
of the targeted first longitudinal resonance of the gas cell. The
simulation model included the resonator, buffer volumes, gas
inlet and outlet and microphone air cavities. It was built using
a pressure acoustic model and the material parameters for a
mixture of 1000 ppm CH4 in N2, given in the lower part of
Table I. The resulting first longitudinal resonance frequency
was simulated as 15.3 kHz, with its maximum acoustic
pressure located at the microphone position.
IV. RAMAN AMPLIFIER AND SBS
To generate the high optical powers desired for the generation
of the PAS signals, a counter-propagating Raman fiber
amplifier system has been designed. Amplification using SRS
is based on the nonlinear scattering effect on optical phonons
in the fiber. In silica fibers this nonlinear effect results in a
TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR RAMAN AMPLIFIER AND GAS CELL SIMULATIONS
Symbol
gr
ε
gb,eff
Aeff
αP
αS
PP(L)
PR(0)
PSBS(L)
ρ
v
T
p
l
d

Quantity
Raman gain coefficient
Polarization factor
Effective Brillouin gain coefficient
Mode area of fiber core
Fiber attenuation coefficient for the
pump (λ=1540nm)
Fiber attenuation coefficient for the
seed (λ=1651nm)
Pump input power
Raman seed power
SBS seed power boundary condition
Density of gas mixture
Speed of sound of gas mixture
Temperature
Absolute pressure
Resonator length
Resonator diameter

Parameter value
4.4 · 1014 m/W
0.55
4 · 1013 m/W
5.2 · 1011 m2
2 · 104 dB/m
3 · 104 dB/m
4W
6.5 mW
1 µW
1.12 kg/m3
345 m/s
293 K
1 atm
10 mm
1.8 mm

Fig. 1 Schematic half-cut of the 3D-printed PAS cell and cell cross-section
including the cell dimensions (all in mm).

Stokes frequency shift with a maximum Raman gain at a shift
of 13.2 THz, leading to an optimum pump wavelength of
1531 nm for maximum amplification around 1651 nm. This is
conveniently located inside the output wavelength range of Cband EDFAs, which are commercially available with output
powers in the Watt level range. The relatively low Raman gain
coefficients in standard single mode fibers leads to long
amplifier fiber lengths to achieve Raman output powers in the
Watt level range. This long fiber length gives rise to further
nonlinear effects, particularly SBS, that limits the output
power in the Raman Stokes wave, due to its hundred times
higher gain coefficient [16]. This is due to the backscattered
wave removing power from the Raman output, as well as from
a narrowband pump.
In this work, suppression of SBS is achieved by using a
wideband Raman pump source (~2.5 THz) and by broadening
the effective bandwidth of the Raman signal through a WM
required for generating the PA signal as well as a
simultaneous higher frequency modulation employed outside
the acoustic response of the microphone. The use of a
wideband pump and signal reduces the Brillouin gain
coefficient due to the narrow Brillouin bandwidth of
~50 MHz, therefore increasing the overall SBS threshold [22].
The PA sensing modulation frequency and amplitude are
determined by the cell geometry and attainment of a
modulation index, m = 2, respectively. In this case, the
modulation amplitude is not sufficient to completely suppress
SBS, and the modulation frequency does not allow for the
total wavelength bandwidth to be contained within the fiber
length at any instantaneous point in time. However, the higher
frequency suppression modulation allows a number of
wavelength bandwidth to be present within the fiber length at
any given time, therefore gaining less SBS feedback by
reducing the phase matching of scattering events at different
positions within the fiber. For a passive fiber the required
modulation frequency for the presence of one complete
wavelength bandwidth within the fiber can be estimated to be
at least f = c/2nL, with c the speed of light, n the refractive
index of the fiber core and L the effective fiber length [22].
However, for the Raman active case used in this work most of
the gain and light intensity is distributed at the end of the fiber,
which requires a higher frequency to achieve the maximum
wavelength distribution over the short fiber length that has the
highest SBS influence. A full theoretical analysis to achieve
an optimum modulation frequency for this active case is
outside the scope of this paper, which focuses on the
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Fig. 2. Simulation of the Raman amplifier signal and SBS backscattered
power output for varying active fiber length and 6.5 mW seed input power
(solid lines) or 13 mW seed input power (dotted lines) using the simulation
parameters according to Table I.

application of the Raman amplifier system as source for PA
trace gas sensing.
A counter-propagating amplifier design was chosen due to
the higher SBS threshold and a lower transfer of intensity
noise from the pump to the signal compared to co-propagating
designs. To estimate the optimum Raman amplifier fiber
length a numerical simulation was constructed using the
coupled rate equation system of the Pump, Raman and
Brillouin waves [38]:
dPR  g r PP PR g b ,eff PR PSBS


  R PR
dz
Aeff
Aeff

(4)
dPP
  g r PP PR  R  g r PP PSBS
 R

  P PP
dz
P
Aeff
P
Aeff
dPSBS
 g r PP PSBS g b ,eff PR PSBS


  R PSBS .
dz
Aeff
Aeff

PR, PP, PSBS are the Raman, Pump and SBS power,
respectively, gr is the Raman gain coefficient, ε is a
polarization factor, gb,eff is the effective Brillouin gain
coefficient, Aeff is the effective mode area of the fiber core, αR
is the fiber attenuation at the Raman Stokes wavelength λR, αP
is the fiber attenuation at the Pump wavelength λP and z is the
propagation length in the fiber. The polarization factor for
unpolarized propagation, as applied in this paper, is 0.55. An
effective Brillouin gain coefficient was used to account for the
SBS suppression through the modulation of the Raman seed
laser, considering in this case only the seed laser linewidth
broadening through the PA modulation.
The equation system was numerically solved in Matlab for
varying Raman amplifier fiber lengths, using a ―bvp5c‖
boundary value solver and the parameters given in Table I.
The Raman gain coefficient was obtained by the fiber supplier
while the effective Brillouin coefficient was estimated based
on the broadening of the laser linewidth by the modulation
[16], assuming a laser linewidth corresponding to the WM
bandwidth of ~4 GHz, which reduces the Brillouin gain
estimated from typical fiber parameters as used in [16]. The
used boundary conditions are the pump input power at the
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the three-stage Raman amplifier system, using a 5 mW
Er-doped fiber ASE source, a 4 W commercial pump EDFA and a 4.5 km
long Raman amplifier in a counter-propagation configuration with a 6.5 mW
seed DFB laser at 1651 nm.

amplifier end PP(L), the power of the Raman signal seed at the
amplifier start PR(0) and the SBS noise seed power PSBS(L).
The use of a Raman signal seed input can reduce the SRS
threshold and allows the transfer of modulation characteristics
as well as a narrow bandwidth from the seed source to the
Raman output. The resulting calculated Raman amplifier
output power and backscattered SBS power at the amplifier
input are shown in Fig. 2 for varying amplifier lengths. A
maximum Raman output power of 1.06 W can be achieved for
a fiber length of 5km with a seed laser input power of 6.5 mW.
The corresponding SBS backscattered power is 100 mW at the
amplifier input. A threshold behavior for SBS can be seen
around 4.5km fiber length. Figure 2 also shows the effect of
doubling the Raman seed power, which shifts the maximum
Raman output power to a shorter amplifier length and
simultaneously moves the SBS threshold length to a shorter
value. Following the simulation output and the availability of
a 6.5 mW DFB laser as a Raman seed, an amplifier length of
4.5 km was chosen for the experimental realization of the
Raman amplifier system discussed in the next section.
V. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF RAMAN
AMPLIFIER SOURCE SYSTEM
The experimental schematic of the Raman amplifier system is
shown in Fig. 3. A 4.5 km long dispersion shifted fiber (DSF)
from Sumitomo was used as the Raman active fiber, with its
Raman gain coefficient and attenuation coefficient for the
1530 nm pump and 1651 nm signal shown in Table I. The
amplifier consists of three pump stages to create the high
power pump for the Raman fiber. A 980 nm single mode
pump diode with 20 mW output power is used to pump an
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source consisting of a
5 m long Erbium doped fiber (Nufern EDFC-980-HC). The
broad spectrum ASE of the Erbium doped fiber is filtered
through a 1530 nm CWDM filter with a passband of around
20 nm, resulting in an output power of 5 mW at the second
pump stage. The CWDM filter was used to shape the spectrum
of the optical signal used as the seed input for a commercial
high power EDFA (Keopsys KPS-CUS-BT-C). The 20nm
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Fig. 5. 1651 nm Raman output signal power PRaman of the Raman amplifier
with variation of the SBS suppression modulation frequency and amplitude.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the Raman output signal power PRaman and back
scattered SBS power PSBS of the Raman amplifier system with: using no
modulation (squares), using only the photoacoustic resonant modulation
(dots), and using the photoacoustic resonant modulation plus a 500 kHz SBS
suppression modulation (triangles).

bandwidth was used to suppress SBS originating from the
pump inside the Raman amplifier. The high power EDFA has
a maximum nominal output power of 4 W, and is used as the
counter-propagating pump input for the DSF Raman active
fiber through a 1550 nm/1650 nm WDM. The Raman signal is
seeded by a 1651 nm DFB laser (NEL NLK1U5FAAA) with
an output power set point of 6.5 mW. The output of the
Raman seed is inserted into the Raman active fiber by a
second 1550 nm/1650 nm WDM at the Raman amplifier input.
0.1% taps are inserted to monitor the SBS backscatter and the
ASE output.
To experimentally characterize the achievable SBS
suppression using a frequency modulation in the 100s kHz
range, the signal output power, PRaman, and SBS backscatter
power, PSBS, were measured at the exit and the input of the
counter-propagating amplifier respectively. Three operation
conditions of the 6.5 mW seed laser were chosen for
comparison; a non-modulated input, an input with a sinusoidal
laser drive current modulation at the acoustic resonance of the
gas cell, 15.2 kHz, and an input with a superimposed
sinusoidal modulation of both 15.2 kHz and 500 kHz. The
modulation amplitude of the 15.2 kHz current dither was
controlled in order to maintain a 1f PAS signal with an mvalue of 2, while the modulation amplitude of the 500 kHz
current dither was set to the minimum point where it fully
suppressed SBS at the maximum amplifier output power. This
minimum amplitude was targeted as high amplitudes reduced
the maximum achievable PAS signal amplitude. PRaman and
PSBS for a varying amplifier pump power of the EDFA output
PEDFA,set are shown in Fig. 4. The Raman threshold is reached

for all operation conditions around 1.5 W of pump power. The
slope efficiency of the amplifier deviates between the
operation conditions above approximately 2.5 W of pump
power, with the highest efficiency and highest Raman output
power of 1.1 W, for a pump power of 4 W, reached for the
double modulation case. The higher slope efficiency is
resulting from a better SBS suppression, as shown in the lower
graph of Fig. 4. With no applied modulation the SBS threshold
is reached almost simultaneously with the Raman threshold at
around 1.5 W of pump power, while a modulation of 15.2 kHz
delays the SBS threshold until approximately 2.75 W of pump
power and the combined modulation case does not reach a full
SBS threshold, with a maximum SBS backscattered power of
30 mW at the maximum pump power of 4 W. This two-step
increase in the SBS threshold is believed to originate from
broadening of the laser linewidth through the 15.2 kHz
modulation, which however does not achieve a full
simultaneous presence of the broadening in the fiber, plus a
higher frequency modulation wavelength spread in the active
high power part of the fiber for the 500 kHz modulation as
mentioned in section IV.
To further investigate the optimum SBS suppression
modulation amplitude and frequency, the Raman output power
PRaman was monitored for modulation frequencies ranging from
100 kHz to 500 kHz and frequency modulation amplitudes
VSBS,suppression between 60 MHz (at 500kHz) and 690 MHz (at
100kHz). This SBS suppression modulation gets
superimposed with the resonance modulation of 15.2 kHz,
which has a frequency tuning amplitude of 3.97 GHz to
achieve m = 2. The combined modulation voltage is converted
to a drive current modulation to the laser using a bias-T
circuit. The resulting PRaman behavior is shown in Fig. 5. The
reduction of SBS and therefore increase in PRaman can be seen
for each modulation frequency. With higher modulation

Fig. 6. Schematic of the PAS measurement setup using the Raman amplifier
system: LDC, laser diode controller; TEC, temperature controller; SG1, ramp
signal generator; SG2&3, modulation signal generators for the photoacoustic
resonant modulation and SBS suppression modulation; T, bias-T; LIA, lockin amplifier; 3D PAS, 3D printed gas cell system.
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Fig. 7. Measurement of the PAS gas cell resonance using the Raman
amplifier source system and 1000 ppm CH4 as sample gas.

Fig. 8. Comparison of a 10 ppm CH4 WM 1st harmonic gas signal with and
without applying a SBS suppression modulation of 500 kHz.

frequency a lower VSBS,suppression amplitude is required to go
below the SBS threshold. For 100 kHz SBS is efficiently
suppressed around the maximum chosen suppression
amplitude of 690 MHz, while at 200 kHz an amplitude of
around 280 MHz is sufficient, at 300 kHz an amplitude of
around 200 MHz and at 400 kHz and 500 kHz an amplitude
above around 140 MHz. Additionally, with higher modulation
frequencies the influence of the SBS suppression modulation
on the laser linewidth reduces for a constant modulation
amplitude, leading to the choice of a preferred SBS
suppression modulation of 500 kHz with an amplitude of
190 MHz. The lower required suppression amplitude for
higher frequencies is believed to originate again from the
potential simultaneous presence of the full wavelength
broadening in the high power section of the Raman active
fiber, as discussed in section IV, achieving full SBS
suppression.

behavior, the cell was filled with a calibrated gas sample of
1000 ppm CH4 using a constant flow rate of 100 ml/min. The
EDFA pump power of the Raman amplifier was set to 4 W,
with the DFB seed laser set to its bias point of 6.5 mW at the
center of the gas line. The dual modulation consisted of a
modulation amplitude of 4 V at SG2, corresponding to a
frequency modulation amplitude of 3.97 GHz, combined with
a 500 kHz modulation with an amplitude of 1.5 V,
corresponding to a frequency modulation amplitude of
190 MHz, for the SBS suppression at SG3. The modulation
frequency of SG2 was swept from 10 kHz to 26 kHz, with the
resulting demodulated frequency response of the PAS cell
shown in Fig. 7. The first longitudinal resonance of the gas
cell can be seen in good agreement with the previously
detailed FEM simulation results, with a maximum microphone
signal at 15.2 kHz and a resonance Q-factor of 15. A further
small maximum of the frequency response around 25 kHz can
be attributed to the nonlinear microphone response including
an acoustic Helmholtz resonance created by the microphone
air cavities at this point.
With the resonance point of the gas cell confirmed, all
further measurements were conducted at cell resonance using
a calibrated gas sample of 10 ppm CH4, having an absorbance
of 4.3·10-6 cm-1, again with a constant flow rate of
100 ml/min. To evaluate the influence of the SBS suppression
on the recovered gas signal, a direct comparison between
applying only the PAS modulation and applying the PAS
modulation and the SBS modulation at 500 kHz was
performed and is shown in Fig. 8. The only variation between
the measurements is a 15.2 kHz modulation with 3.97 GHz
amplitude for the non SBS suppressed case and an added SBS
suppression modulation of 500 kHz with 190 MHz amplitude
for the SBS suppression case. The lock-in amplifier was set to
a sensitivity of 500 µV and a time constant of 300 µs with
24 db/oct rolloff. The 1st harmonic gas signal shapes in Fig. 8
show a higher amplitude for the SBS suppressed case, with a
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 60 while the SNR of the
modulation without SBS suppression is 25. The increase in
SNR can be attributed to both an increase of the Raman signal
power from 1 W to 1.1 W with suppression of SBS, as shown
in Fig. 4, as well as a reduction of the noise content in the
Raman output signal, due to the suppression of the noise
transfer occurring through SBS [22]. The individual

VI. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF RAMAN-PAS
SYSTEM
To experimentally characterize the Raman amplifier as a
source for the miniaturized 3D printed PAS system (RamanPAS) the experimental setup shown in Fig. 6 is used. The
temperature of the 1651 nm DFB seed laser is controlled
through a Thorlabs TED200 and its drive current through a
Thorlabs LDC202. A 5Hz ramp signal with 2 Vpp amplitude
from signal generator 1 (SG1) is used at the modulation input
to create a slow wavelength sweep of 330 pm around the
interrogated CH4 gas line at 1650.958 nm. Two sinusoidal
modulations at the cell resonance frequency of 15.2 kHz and
the SBS modulation frequency, originating from SG2 and SG3
respectively, are added to the laser drive current via a Bias-T
circuit. The seed laser output is fed through the Raman
amplifier, with the amplifier signal output connected to one of
the GRIN lens collimators of the 3D printed gas cell. The
microphone signal of the gas cell is demodulated using a
Stanford Research Systems SR830 lock-in amplifier with a 1st
harmonic demodulation at the cell resonance frequency and
then visualized on an Agilent DSO5014A oscilloscope. For all
subsequent experimental results the lock-in amplifier time
constant was set to 300 µs and the oscilloscope capture time to
200 ms with a non-averaged data collection.
To initially characterize the 3D printed gas cell resonance
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Fig. 9. Microphone signal of the non-averaged Raman-PAS system for a
10 ppm CH4 gas sample with variation of the SBS suppression modulation
frequency and amplitude.

Fig. 10. Comparison of the Allan-Werle deviation for a 10 ppm CH4 sample
gas concentration with and without applying a SBS suppression modulation
of 500 kHz and resulting minimum detection limits (1σ) of 17 ppb and
40 ppb, respectively, for 130 s signal acquisition time.

contributions to the sensitivity improvement of a factor of 2.4
are a 1f signal amplitude increase by a factor of about 2 and a
reduction of the noise floor by about 30% (see Fig. 8). The
signal increase has two origins; the first being the power
increase by 10% and the second originating from SBS
transferring optical power into modulation sidebands of the
signal which reduces the power present at the PAS modulation
frequency. As only this frequency is amplified by the acoustic
resonator, and isolated by the lock-in amplifier, this leads to
an increase of signal power once SBS is suppressed. The
minimum detection limit (1σ) for the case of no applied SBS
suppression modulation is then given as 400 ppb CH4, and for
the case of using the SBS suppression modulation as 167 ppb.
The normalized noise equivalent absorption coefficient
(NNEA) for this value is calculated as 4.1·10-9 cm-1 W Hz-1/2. It
is defined as NNEA = α0 · Cmin · P0 · Δf-1/2, using the
absorption coefficient α0 = 0.358 cm-1 for CH4 at 6057.1 cm-1,
the minimum detection limit Cmin = 167 ppb, the laser power
P0 = 1.1 W and the lock-in amplifier noise bandwidth
Δf = 260 Hz The small difference between the calculated
absorbance at 10ppm and that inferred from the absorption
coefficient quoted above is due to the difference in the
broadening coefficients of air and methane used in the
calculations..
To confirm and further investigate the optimum SBS
suppression condition obtained from the Raman amplifier
characterization, the SBS suppression modulation was varied
from 100 kHz to 500 kHz over the same steps shown in
section V. For each measurement point the SBS suppression
modulation amplitude was varied, while the PAS modulation
amplitude was kept constant at 3.97 GHz. The resulting gas
sensor signals were recorded over a timespan of 5 min, with
the resulting mean peak-peak value and standard deviation of
the signal used for the signal magnitude and error,
respectively, shown in Fig. 9. The results are displaying a
similar trend as seen for the Raman amplifier output power.
The initial microphone signal for low modulation amplitudes
and incomplete SBS suppression of around 140 µV increased
to amplitude values of around 230 µV when reaching the SBS
suppression condition. Where the Raman amplifier output
reaches a stable output power for complete SBS suppression, a
trend of slight reducing microphone signal levels can be seen
in Fig. 9. Especially for the 100 kHz case a more pronounced

reduction above a SBS suppression amplitude of 420 MHz is
visible, potentially originating from the increased influence of
the higher frequency laser linewidth broadening on the PA
modulation signal.
So far all detailed measurements were taken without signal
averaging and a lock-in amplifier time constant of 300 µs. To
evaluate the overall precision, long term sensor stability and
minimum detection limit of the Raman-PAS trace gas sensor
an Allan-Werle deviation [39], [40] was calculated as a
function of the signal acquisition time. A calibrated sample
gas concentration of 10 ppm CH4 was used with a constant
flow of 100 ml/min. The gas signals were taken over a time
span of 50 min with sampling time intervals of 1 s and a lockin amplifier sensitivity of 500 µV. The sampling time intervals
are a fivefold of the inverse laser ramp frequency due to the
data transfer time of the data acquisition. The resulting AllanWerle plots for both the case of no applied SBS suppression
modulation and the case of a SBS suppression modulation
with 500 kHz and an amplitude of 190 MHz are shown in
Fig.10. In both cases, the detection limit reduces at a similar
rate with acquisition times of up to 130 s. After this point the
detection limit increases again due to sensor drift. The
calculated 1σ detection limits with no SBS suppression is
reducing from 270 ppb CH4 for an acquisition time of 1 s to a
minimum value of 40 ppb for an acquisition time of 130 s.
With the inclusion of the SBS suppression modulation the 1σ
detection limit is reducing from 110 ppb for an acquisition
time of 1 s to an overall minimum detection limit value of
17 ppb for an acquisition time of 130 s. By employing a SBS
suppression modulation the minimum detection limit of the
system can therefore be improved by a factor of 2.4. With
applying a more representative detection limit of 3σ, the
minimum detectable concentration for the Raman-PAS system
was measured as 51 ppb for a signal acquisition time of 130 s.
The detection limit for an acquisition time of 1 s is less than
an order of magnitude above the lowest so far reported
methane detection limit for PAS, which is 13 ppb (1σ) for an
averaging time of 1 s [4], but uses a near-infrared fiber
coupled laser instead of a 7.83 µm mid-infrared free space
laser. More complex measurement techniques (e.g. cavity
enhanced absorption spectroscopy techniques) can reach even
lower detection limits, but do not have the advantage of a
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compact 3D printed system with fiber network and multiplex
capabilities as shown here.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented the development of a counter-propagating
Raman amplifier system at 1651 nm and its application as a
source for miniaturized 3D printed PAS trace gas sensing of
CH4. The amplifier design was presented together with a
suppression method for the onset of SBS based on a laser
modulation in the 100s of kHz range. The influence of the
suppression modulation frequency and amplitude was shown
when combined with a 15.2 kHz modulation used for the PAS
sensor, leading to a sufficient SBS suppression for a
modulation frequency of 500 kHz and amplitude of 190 MHz.
This source technique for PAS shows the opportunity to be
applied for a vast variety of trace gases (e.g. H 2O2, CO, CO2,
N2O) with the right seed laser and pump wavelength
combination. The design and fabrication of the miniaturized
3D printed PAS gas sensor was presented, combined with the
experimental characterization of the trace gas sensor when
using the Raman amplifier output of 1.1 W at 1651 nm as PAS
laser source. The influence of the SBS suppression on the gas
sensor performance was also evaluated, showing a minimum
detection limit (1σ) of 17 ppb CH4 for a sensor acquisition
time of 130 s while using the SBS suppression. These sensor
measurement sensitivities are comparable to more complex,
bulk optics, techniques such as Cavity Ringdown
Spectroscopy or Herriott Cells [41]. The SBS suppression was
shown to increase the sensor performance by a factor of 2.4
and leads to a NNEA of 4.1·10-9 cm-1 W Hz-1/2. The use of a
fiber based source system and delivery, combined with a
miniaturized sensor, will allow the implementation in a remote
sensing configuration with the potential to multiplex multiple
miniature sensors into a full distributed network.
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